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Introduction

Any discussion of social and political movements around
homosexuality for Muslim women in a transnational setting must
begin by recognizing that how sexuality is constructed is in��uenced
by many factors, including by social and religious interpretations of
sexuality within the culture itself, colonial and neocolonial
manipulations of Eastern sexuality toward imperial ends, responses to
colonialism that seek to redress and supplant that oft-misrepresented
Eastern sexual discourse, and the increasing concretization of
sexuality into a discrete identity within and across previously
mentioned arenas. Most discussion of sexuality and sexual identity default to men and masculinity, in line
with the construction of contemporary sexuality via patriarchy and its attendant misogyny. As such, the
few movements that attend to Muslim women’s sexuality are fashioned by concerns with cultural
authenticity, anticolonial politics, the ever-globalizing homosexual identity in and of itself, and the
constancy of sexism.

Rather than reify homophobic notions that Islam prohibits same-sex practices, or assume a
homonationalist position wherein the humanity of a culture or people relies on its clear embrace of same-
sex desires, practices, and identities,  this article takes a capacious reading of queer sexual politics. It is a
reading that includes movements organized speci��cally around gay or lesbian identity, as well as
movements more loosely oriented—those that could be more broadly understood as working against
binary gender systems that produce and buttress heteronormativity. Because the feminist work of undoing
gender is also queer work, feminist and queer movements often work against sexism and homophobia
simultaneously. Such movements are, by way of the colonization of Islam and the worlds in which it is
practiced, doing feminist and queer work when they seek to deconstruct colonialism and responses to
colonialism that treat women’s, queer, and trans bodies as sites of national, cultural, or religious meaning
making.
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Accordingly, women’s bodies and sexualities come to symbolize debates about what Islam is and what it
does. Because Islam is simultaneously an interpretive practice, used to interpret Muslim people and the
places they inhabit, stakeholders in this discussion are not only Muslims but also nations and nationals
(often in the Middle East) for whom Islam is seen as a central, de��ning trait, and nations and nationals who
seek to control and exploit Muslim populations, whether they be Muslim or otherwise. For example,
Western cultures in the United States often frame veiling practices for Muslim women as evidence of
Islam’s repressive capacity. They then use this view of Islam as oppressive to justify colonial and imperial
interventions in Muslim countries—the Bush administration’s justi��cation for invading Afghanistan in
2001 is a prime example of this practice at work. This trend is similarly apparent in the framing of Muslim-
majority and/or Arab countries as inherently homophobic in distinction to Israel (a practice known as
pinkwashing). Both these examples use Islam to paint the cultures identi��ed with it as retrograde. This
causes those Muslim communities, and communities implicated by Islam, to defend their religion and
culture against a Western smear campaign. They do this through further regulating women and queer
subjects, sometimes doubling down on conservative standpoints to explicitly refuse the Western values the
intervention allegedly carries, or to demonstrate their true faithfulness to Islam. The ongoing disciplining of
gay men and known gay clubs in Egypt since 2001 illustrates how sexuality becomes a political signi��er.

Notably absent in these semiotic cross��res are those Muslim women and queer people who are impacted
by the debates. This article works to center those voices and their interactions with Islam, which is
fundamentally also an interaction with patriarchy, Orientalism, nationalism, and globalizing notions of
sexuality. The approach here is a transnational one—rather than focus on Islam and sexuality in Muslim-
majority countries, the article explores how Islam and sexuality are articulated in discourses that resonate
with the movement of queer Muslim subjects.

Queer Cultural Productions

Muslim cultural production is experiencing a transnational boom. This is evidenced by the Arab American
Book Awards. In 2007, the ��rst year of the Arab American Book Awards, an award that features Muslim
writers and topics more than any other national prize, there were eight submissions over two categories. In
2017, there were 36 submissions over four categories. At the same time, a prurient interest in the sexual
lives of Muslims has precipitated an increase in texts that engage overtly or covertly with nonnormative
gender and sexuality. The Orientalist investment in the Middle East as an exotic tableau upon which
Western fantasies can be projected, ��rst noted by Edward Said (1979), is still at work. Many popular texts by
Muslim writers that exemplify a repressive, sexual, and sultry Middle East ��nd audiences. The original
cover of Shereen El Feki’s Sex and the citadel. Intimate life in a changing Arab world (2014 features two
crescents and stars placed to give the appearance of breasts, where the crescent forms the curve of the
breast and the star covers the nipple. The text itself promises a peek into the bedroom of Muslims to reveal
the “truth” of their societies. Whether the content of the text is as suggestive as the title and cover is
secondary in importance to the prurient manner in which it is marketed as a text that “uncovers” Muslim
sex. The book was named one of the best books of the year by Kirkus Reviews. The book was also
nominated for the 2014 Orwell Prize, shortlisted for the Guardian ��rst book prize, and reviewed by the New
York Times and numerous other publications. The author gave a TED presentation on the title. The
popularity of Sex and the citadel illustrates that there is a certain cachet that comes with talking about
Islam and sexuality. Texts that deal with Muslims negotiating gender and sexuality within their
communities ��nd broad audience appeal and reach farther than they may have previously, even if they are



not by Muslim writers. In contrast, this article highlights contemporary Muslim cultural producers and
productions whose work critically interrogates the relationship between nonnormative sexuality and Islam,
rather than reify tired Orientalist and anti-Muslim tropes. The writers, artists, and cultural producers
discussed below demonstrate how the horizon of visibility for queer Muslims is expanding. In fact, queer
Muslim artistry is itself partially responsible for that expansion.

Documentaries

In the last decade, several documentaries have been produced that engage the topic of Islam and sexuality
directly. In I exist (Barbosa and Lenoir 2003) focuses on Middle Eastern immigrants in North America who
negotiate their sexual identity against familial and outsider interpretations of their ethnicity and religion. A
jihad for love (Sharma 2009) tackles Islam and sexuality more explicitly and follows stories of gay and
lesbian Muslims in 12 countries and 9 languages. I am gay and Muslim (Belloni 2012) does the same but
focuses on Moroccan men. Oriented (Witzenfeld 2015) follows three gay Palestinian men living under
occupation. Al nisa. Black Muslim women in Atlanta’s gay mecca (Summer 2013) discusses living at the
intersection of multiple minority categories in the United States. Mr. Gay Syria (Toprak 2017) looks at
speci��c subjects whose gender and sexuality leave them out of sorts with their communities. Collectively,
these documentaries do queer justice work by bringing attention to the lived realities of queer people who
are negotiating Islam but, signi��cantly, they produce textured subjects for whom Islam is not the only
signi��cant axis of identity. For example, one of the three main characters in Oriented struggles to resist
normalizing Palestinian relationships with Israel even as he tries to retain his gay identity alongside his
Palestinian one. He discusses the stigma he faces from Israelis for being Palestinian and the stigma from
Palestinians for being gay. Here, both identities come with precarity and peril, and his racial, national origin
impacts his sexual life in painful ways. In both I exist and Al nisa, queer subjects re��ect on moments when
it seems impossible to reconcile their queerness with their Muslim faith. They are surprised when their
families accept them through their faith (in I exist) and when their queer lovers help bring them back to
Islam (in Al nisa). In these documentaries, the interaction between Islam and sexuality is neither
monolithic nor static. Instead, subjects’ interactions with the state, with Israeli occupation, with
medicalization, and with one another produce embracing and bracing contact with Islam.

These documentaries only summarily treat women and trans women. In fact, Al nisa is the only
documentary to focus exclusively on women. I exist and A jihad for love’s ensemble casts attempt to
represent gendered as well as sexual diversity. When femininity is present in other documentaries, it
underscores the hypermasculinity attributed to (Muslim) men and the means by which representations of
male homosexuality rely on femininity to demarcate them as such. While these documentaries do not
engage women per se, it is important for the study of women to imagine how femininity operates on bodies
that are identi��ed with womanhood or assigned female at birth. These documentaries also reveal how
queers might themselves rely on colonial or racist sentiments in their attempt to unpack queer identity. I
exist and Oriented do signi��cant positive representational work, but they can also unwittingly reinforce
notions that Arabs, Muslims, and Palestinians are somehow more homophobic than people in the West.

Films

All my life (Sabry 2008), The string (Ben Attia 2011), My brother the devil (El Hosaini 2012), Salvation army
(Taia 2013), and War within (Saleh 2017) are all dramatic, mostly feature-length ��lms that center on gay
men. Many of them are immigrants from Arab nations living elsewhere, or have returned to their nations of



origins as adults. They grapple with religion and ethnic norms in their narratives, and reveal the extent to
which religion and culture can be intertwined as well as disarticulated.

Representations of women are less common in ��lm, but not absent. I can’t think straight (Sarif 2010) follows
two women, both of whom are in relationships with men but who fall in love, incurring a great deal of
social and internalized hatred, some of which is represented as the consequence of their Muslim faith or
attributed to their community via its primarily Muslim identity. Meanwhile, Three veils (Selbak 2011)
decenters homosexuality and engages instead with how heteronormativity forms and informs life for each
woman in the ��lm—sometimes that critique is made when the characters question the gendered and
sexual norms in their lives; sometimes, it is made via representations of same-sex desire and intimacy.

While dramatic ��lms such as Three veils unpack the relationship between sexuality and Islam, many ��lms
do this without the umbrella of homosexuality and its lexicon. Many Muslims may choose not to identify
with identity categories such as “homosexual,” “lesbian,” or “gay.” Their stories do not adhere to these
classi��cations. Moreover, many countries have strict cinematic production codes that would forbid
representations of same-sex acts on screen, or even utterances of the identity categories themselves. A
queer and feminist lens helps to trace the political movement of homosexuality when it cannot be uttered.
Take, for example, the golden era of Egyptian ��lm production (1940s–1960s), which produced beloved
blockbusters and starlets still wildly admired in their nation of origin, as well as within their large, mobile
diasporas. The ��lms from this era may not be explicitly about homosexuality, but they de��nitely discuss
sexuality, and often critically and satirically rupture normative sexual lines within culture and religion (see
Shomali 2015, 24–77). Examples of such ��lms include the oeuvres of Samia Gamal and Tahia Carioca. Garay
Menicucci’s article “Unlocking the Celluloid Closet: Homosexuality in Egyptian Film” also follows several
��lms that depict gender bending and cross-dressing.

Even mainstream ��lm, then, can be a site of political action for subjects seeking to unpack sexual norms. In
this regard, queer Muslim cultural production is not the only factor that produces queer Muslim worlds.
Instead, how viewers and readers receive, translate, and engage with materials can be as signi��cant as how
and why those texts were produced. The trouble and promise of interpretation and reception function in
both directions: when Susan Muaddi Darraj compiled Scheherazade’s legacy (2004) in order to reclaim
Scheherazade from Orientalist translations, she could not have anticipated her press’s decision to feature
kohl-lined eyes peeking out from a veil on the cover, belying the text’s feminist agenda. Nor could the
hyperfeminine belly dancers and singers of Arab popular and public cultures imagine their performances
and costuming ��nding replicas and revived by drag queens in underground gay clubs. Even as texts like Sex
and the citadel or A jihad for love might be doing explicit work around sexuality and Islam, queer
possibilities exist beyond the central narrative, waiting to be seen by a willing audience.

Fiction

Contributions to a dialogue around Islam and sexuality are more bountiful and varied in print than in ��lm
(perhaps because outlets for print production and distribution are more numerous than for ��lmmaking,
and because print production costs less). As with ��lm, sexism and Orientalism still result in more
selections and more visible queer stories around men and masculinity in print, but women are increasingly
writing about sexuality. In ��ction, Anglophone texts, more often than those written in Arabic, will feature
queer and non-conforming characters and stories, thereby occupy a dominant place particularly for
diasporic writers. Randa Jarrar’s A map of home (2008) and Sara Farizan’s If you could be mine (2013) and Tell



me again how a crush should feel (2014) all feature young adult narrators exploring girlhood and their
relationship to their bodies. Their coming of age tales are set in multiple national contexts. They also
feature young women breaking heteronormative gender and sexual ideals. A love that disturbs (Sharif 2016)
covers Pakistani American Maysa’s growing attraction to Haydee, a troubled girl outside Maysa’s usual
social circle. Fatima Warsame’s Loving you wasn’t enough (2013) takes place in college as hijabi Ebyan
questions her faith after falling in love Noreen, who is also Muslim. Farzana Doctor’s Stealing Nasreen
(2007), Six metres of pavement (2011), and All inclusive (2015) each explore queer characters negotiating
their desires and faith in transnational settings from Toronto to Indonesia to Mexico.

These texts are innovative in several ways. They focus on young women and youth culture and they
frequently contain a narrative arc that has Muslims falling in love with non-Muslims. However, they
frequently fall short of representing same-sex romance and desire between Muslim girls and women.
Oddly, this is not the case in many texts that feature men. In fact, most of the same-sex novels centering on
Muslim men—God in pink (Namir 2015), Guapa (Haddad 2016), Bilal’s bread (X 2005), The hakawati
(Alameddine 2008), and In��dels (Taia 2016)—focus on adult Muslim men in love with other Muslims. This
discrepancy might be attributed to two factors: ��rst, the ��ippancy with which we regard feminine and
female desire, such that sex and love between women is often rendered and received as girlish. Second, sex
between men is often marked as necessarily serious, such that it could only ever occur within the hardened
landscape of adulthood. In both cases, though, the central tensions in these texts is whether Islam can
make space for homosexuality, and in turn, if contemporary queer culture can welcome religious Muslim
subjects. For example, in A Love that disturbs, Maysa is ostracized from her Muslim community after her
attraction to Haydee becomes known. Meanwhile, in All inclusive, judgment about Azeeza’s sexual life
places her job in jeopardy. Finally, most of these texts, though written in English, take place in multiple
nations, evidencing how Muslims are global actors and how sexual identities are often foiled by national
settings. Put another way, the negotiation of sexual identity is as mobile as its subjects, and is context
driven. Much of the con��ict in such texts can revolve around imposing an unfamiliar (sexuality) against a
seemingly stationary culture or religion. What the novels often reveal instead is how subjects produce,
impact, and interact with what many assume are stationary or ��xed objects, e�fectively forcing them into
motion: what it means to be Iranian changes as the Iranians in Farizan’s two works change; new
interpretations of Islam emerge as Warsame’s characters navigate their faith and queer desires; love and
family are neither normative nor self evident in the hands of Doctor. In such texts, subjects ��nd
compromises within Islam and their cultures rather than without them.

Non��ction

Non��ctional interrogations of Islam and sexuality take many forms: in Snapshots of a girl (2015) Beldan
Sezen combines illustration and autobiography to recount her coming out stories. Poet Trish Salah explores
her trans and racial identities in the collections Lyric sexology vol. 1 (2014) and Wanting in Arabic (2002).
Etel Adnan’s multilingual and transnational poetic oeuvre is lauded for its humanistic approach, using
nature and environment to explore a�fect and identity. She covers same-sex desire and love adroitly,
without fanfare. (This approach landed her 2012 poetry collection, Sea and fog, a Lambda Literary Award
for lesbian poetry.) Anthologies that focus on gender and sexual nonconformity in Islam have also
experienced an uptick (see e.g. Aswat 2010, Meem 2011, Maznavi and Mattu 2012, 2014, Kugle 2013). These



texts do turn over some of the same themes and tropes previously discussed (e.g. the possibility of queer
Muslims at all), but their emphasis on multiplicity complicates the idea of a single story and o�fers better
engagements with the complexity of Muslim and queer identities.

In addition to the long-form works listed above, short-form essays, creative non��ction, and ��rst-person
testimonies are increasingly popular. Think pieces on Islam and sexuality emerge with some regularity,
proliferating during times of the year such as Pride or Ramadan, and newsworthy events such as the
shooting at the gay nightclub Pulse in Orlando, Florida, by Muslim American Omar Mateen, in June 2016.
These pieces, despite their brevity or seeming triviality, can do signi��cant world making for Muslim
subjects and contribute to a queer and feminist politics for those subjects. For instance, “The complicated
pain of America’s queer Muslims,” published in the aftermath of Orlando, establishes without question the
existence of queer Muslims, something many other texts seem reluctant to do (Graham 2016). Graham
centers not only queer Muslims but also their pain and the means by which their intersectional
experiences inform their social a���liations and political imagination. For such subjects, liberation is
inherently intersectional—queer politics must avoid Islamophobia, and Muslims must recognize and
accept queer love. Additionally, the article links to several queer Muslim resources. Thus this piece locates
queer Muslims in an already existing landscape and demonstrates how these subjects force us to think
more critically about a politics that would sacri��ce one aspect of that identity for another.

Online Media

Finally, several online magazines, blogs, and other online publications take Islam and sexuality as their
focus. These platforms are sometimes, but not always, linked to explicit political organizations. They
include Kaos GL, a Turkish LGBT organization formed in 1994 (www.kaosgl.org/anasayfa.php); My.Kali, a bi-
monthly journal out of Jordan, which often touches on LGBTQI concerns (https://medium.com/my-kali-
magazine); the Syrian LGBTI magazine Mawaleh (https://mawaleh.net); The Huriyah Blog
(http://huriyahmag.blogspot.com); the I Am Not Haraam blog; the Queer Umma: A Visibility Project tumblr;
and Totally Radical Muslims, a zine series featuring queer Muslim artists and writers. The draw of such
publications is that they are able to evade the Orientalist framing that comes with a publishing house’s
marketing needs. Totally Radical Muslims produced three volumes, drawing submissions from queer
Muslims all over the globe. Because the zines were essentially “for us, by us” productions, writers and artists
were free to talk about their relationship to Islam. Writers freely chose to express their worry about their
faith and sexuality, while others were concerned about Muslim complicity in anti-Black violence in the
United States, and centered their e�forts on solidarity and allyship. Thus these projects increase queer
Muslim representation and visibility in print and ��lm. They also imagine functions for queer Muslim
politics broader than representation or countering stereotype.

The breadth of literary texts suggests that there are as many narratives of queer Muslim life as there are
queer Muslims. The writers and artists discussed here, and the many not yet discovered, are constantly
working and reworking Islam, sexuality, and faith. They defy simplistic readings of Islam as homophobic
and ask instead what Islam can do about homophobia, racism, and other social ills.

Visual and Performing Arts
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Perhaps the most compelling and intricate work about Islam and sexuality comes in the visual and
performative genre. Web shorts exploring queer Muslim identities abound. Dylan Marron, for example,
released a series of interviews in 2017 in which queer Muslims discuss complications and triumphs in their
lives. Subjects are asked how they manage their faith and their sexuality, and many o�fer a similar response:
they just do. They just are. Queer Islam is possible because queer Muslims do it. In the ��rst interview of the
series, Marron asks his interviewee, Muneer Panjwani, “You are Muslim and gay. How do you do it?!”
Panjwani responds, “I just make it happen by existing.” Later, Panjwani distinguishes between Islam as a
prescriptive versus interpretive mechanism, noting that Islam itself argues nothing beyond what its
practitioners argue: “Islam doesn’t hate LGBT people any more than Christianity hates LGBT people … It’s
people who hate LGBT people” (Marron 2017, 1:10–1:14). These projects use individual approaches to faith to
help argue for the faith’s expansive nature.

Other programs target Islam and Islamic texts themselves. Drawing on voices understood to be more
authoritative than average Muslims—imams, quranic scholars, historians, etc.—Muslims for Progressive
Values released fourteen short lectures that dismantle religious objections to LGBTQI persons and practices
in Islam (MPV 2014). Similarly, AlQaws, an organization of Sexual and Gender Diversity in Palestinian
Society, take a structural approach to homophobia in their multilingual serial social media campaign aimed
at rooting out violence against LGBTQI people in Palestine (see www.alqaws.org/7amleh). Though it is
scripted, the Brown girls web series (www.browngirlswebseries.com) follows the friendship of two women
from diverse backgrounds whose relationship to one another sees them through di���cult times. In the
series, viewers witness the character Leila coming into her queer identity. These widely available programs
raise the pro��le of queer Muslims and forge new ways of being and living for those subjects. They do so by
o�fering critiques and examples at the individual, structural, and cultural levels.

Artists are also drawing on still images to comment, critique, and celebrate Islam’s relationship to
homosexuality. Sooreh Hera’s series Adam and Ewald. Zevendedagsgeliefden (seventh−day lovers), now
available in book format in three languages (Hera 2008), depicts the beauty of homosexuality that at the
same time can ring as alienated or dishonorable in some Muslim contexts. Nabil Mousa’s mixed-media
American landscape series uses the color orange—a security threat color—and dense symbols to comment
on the position of post-9/11 life for brown and Muslim queers in the United States. In Just me and Allah. A
queer Muslim photo project (http://queermuslimproject.tumblr.com), Samra Habib conducts photo shoots
and interviews with queer Muslims around the world. The photos are as beautiful and intimate as the
interviews themselves, opening up readers’ visual register and displacing static images that would separate
Muslims from beauty or desire. In Habib’s interview with Saba, from Durham, North Carolina, Saba
discusses how her own artwork moved from “humanizing Muslims,” a task she found to be increasingly
dehumanizing for herself, to exploring darker themes. Habib’s two photos of Saba demonstrate that move
—the ��rst a portrait of the artist head on, the second from afar, with what is assumed to be one of Saba’s
paintings in the background. The painting shows a subject experiencing a kind of spiritual rupture or
violence—it’s not entirely clear. Saba herself is in ¾ pro��le, the left facing the light, the right in darker
shadows. Work like this seems to follow the impetus of the zine discussed earlier, Totally Radical Muslims,
wherein the intimacy of the writers and artists and their production outside mainstream or popular presses
and venues allows a more textured, nuanced queer Islam to emerge. At the same time, there is a refusal in
the work to reveal everything, retaining a privacy and distance from the onlooker’s gaze.
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Performance work shares this dynamic approach. Maryam Farnaz Rostami uses hyperfemininity and a
queer femme perspective to question cultural norms and the myth of a model minority, particularly
verdant in her performances as Mona G. Hawd, a drag kween. Gelare Khoshgozaran’s proli��c body of work
interrogates subjects’ relationship to the state and violence. Much of artist and photographer Zul��kar Ali
Bhutto’s compelling mixed-genre work tackles the relationship of bodies to one another, and of bodies to
gender and faith. Particularly notable is Mussalmaan musclemen
(https://zul��karalibhuttoart.com/mussalmaan-musclemen), in which Bhutto makes textile manipulations
of old photographs depicting “traditional” sorts of masculinity overlaid by embroidery and ��owers.

In the performance and visual arts delineated here, queer Muslims take many approaches to discussing
their faith and sexuality, sometimes not discussing it at all, sometimes refusing the discussion. The impact
is profound. They place the work of understanding onto the viewer rather than the queer Muslim subject or
the performance’s producer. In shifting the onus from subjects explaining to viewers understanding, queer
Muslim art becomes its most radical and liberating.

Queer Political Movements

On a parallel and often intersecting path as the artists and writers above, many organizations and
movements devoted to LGBTQ identity and politics in Islam have emerged. These organizations debunk
myths that Islam is extraordinarily homophobic, provide resources to individual and families of queer
Muslims, facilitate communities between queer Muslims and between queer and straight Muslims, and
improve conditions for queer Muslims in Muslim-majority and -minority nations.

Many of these organizations are national or international. Imam Daayiee Abdullah founded the Mecca
Institute in Fall 2016 to combat homophobia and Islam. Abdullah and his colleagues took issue with the
idea that Islam is inherently antithetical to homosexuality, arguing instead that queer people can be as
faithful and pious as heterosexuals. Mecca Institute is an online center for Islamic research and learning
with a mission toward an expansive interpretation of Islamic texts and inclusive Muslim community. The
Muslim Alliance for Sexual and Gender Diversity (MASGD) launched o���cially in 2013, but members have
been active since 1997. It grew out of an LGBT Muslim task force brought together by the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force. MASGD works to connect LGBTQ Muslims via events, speci��cally an annual retreat
held since 2011. They also maintain a website with multiple resources and a series highlighting queer
Muslim voices called Azaan. Salaam Canada is similar, with programming like the Ramadan Queer Iftar
and multiple advocacy initiatives designed to create safe spaces for queer and trans Muslims. Muslims for
Progressive Values, discussed above, is an international human rights organization that uses Qurʾanic
values to promote social justice, speci��cally with regard to gender and sexuality. It was founded in 2007 and
has chapters across North America (Los Angeles, Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Columbus, New York, and
Chicago) in addition to partner groups in Australia, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany,
Malaysia, the Netherlands, Norway, South Africa, Sudan, The Gambia, and the United Kingdom. Its ten
principles exemplify liberal values such as the separation of church and state, freedom of speech, and other
positive rights. As LGBTQ Muslims become an identity category, they become incorporated in existing
political paradigms and frames. Indeed, even Human Rights Campaign, which is dominated by a white,
middle- class, US-centric agenda, now has a page and several resources devoted to negotiating
nonnormative sexualities within Islam.

https://zulfikaralibhuttoart.com/mussalmaan-musclemen/


Occasionally, smaller, more speci��c groups form in response to particular issues. For example, groups such
as Queers Against Israeli Apartheid (now retired), Queers Undermining Israeli Terrorism, Palestinian
Queers for BDS, and Pinkwatching Israel produce campaigns against Israeli apartheid and pinkwashing.
Rather than locate the source of queer oppression in Islam or cultural norms, these groups show how Israeli
imperialism is complicit in oppressing queer life. These groups are in some ways contrapuntal to national
organizations that seek inclusion or a���rmation. They focus on resistance to the state as a gatekeeper of
safety and attempt to alert queers against the co-optation of their struggle for nationalist ends by the state.
Whether national or issue-speci��c, queer Muslim activism takes many forms and serves many ends, not the
least of which is queer Muslim liberation. The breadth of political work activists accomplish implies again
that the question is not just whether Islam can accept queer subjects. Instead, these activists ask what
Islam can do for the most vulnerable members of society.

Conclusion

Collectively, these ��lms, texts, and movements illustrate a complicated relationship between Islam and
sexuality, particularly for queer subjects. How those subjects engage and disengage Islam is often tempered
by other factors of their social location, such as nation of origin, nation of residence, class, racial or ethnic
identity, and gender. As practitioners of the faith and activists show, Islam is not particularly pro or anti
queer, but rather becomes so with practice and interpretation. The texts and movements assembled in this
article attest to the queer potential and pitfalls within Islam. As queer Muslims continue to celebrate,
critique, and interpret Islam in art and activism, they create space for the growth and development of Islam
and queer politics.

 

Mejdulene B. Shomali
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